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What Does All This Warm 
Weather Mean?
It has been a warm winter by all accounts and although winter is 
not over the effects of the last few months are here to stay!  The 
next question I’m sure you will ask is what does this mean?  Well 
let me take peaches as an example.  Peach buds require a certain 
number of chill hours and in fact are sold based on the chill 
requirement.  For example Elberta and Majestic varieties require 
850 chill hours.  If they get more than 850 they will bloom when 
warm weather begins.  If they get less than 850 they don't know 
when to bloom and so bloom will start and stop and peach 
production will be erratic at best.  This year we have around 700 
hours of chilling.  This is commonly the number of hours of 
temperatures between 32 and 45 degrees.  If temperatures go 
above and or below these numbers then we begin to deduct chill 
hours. 

That is peaches but grasses and weeds don't have chill 
requirements so how are they hurt?  Good question!  Grasses 
have begun to use energy to go ahead and put out leaves.  Even 
annual grasses like coloradograss or crabgrass have begun to 
germinate.  This means if we get another freeze we have lost any 
energy already expended and 
will be slower to come out 
again.

As I write this temperatures 
have dropped back down to 
the mid 40’s and lows should 
be in the 30’s.  Sounds good 
but it is not enough to 
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Farley’s Thoughts
I am writing this on a Friday 
morning near the end of 
February. It is 29 degrees 
outside and dropping. I have 
been wondering if, or when, 
we would have a freeze in 
February. I guess I have my 
answer. It has been a warmer 
than usual February. I am 
thankful for the general rain 
that we were blessed with 
recently. I am even thankful 
for the weeds in the yard and 
the need to mow. I am also 
thankful for the signs of 
spring. I always look forward 
to seeing things green up and 
warm up after a long winter.  
The small grain is growing 
after no growth for a couple of 
months.  2016 is shaping up to 
be an unusual year. Nationally, 
farmers are not optimistic. 
Commodity prices are very 
low and the prospects of a 
profitable year are dim. In our 
trade area, dairy and beef 
producers enjoy low 
commodity prices because 
they lower their feed costs. 
The lower milk prices are not 
good for the number one ag 
industry in our area. Deep 
moisture levels are good for 
the coming season. Corn 
silage acreage is increasing.
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change what has happened already.  What we would need is 2 
weeks of freezing weather and I’m not sure anyone is ready for 
that!

Forage Sorghum or Maybe a 
BMR Millet?

I have heard nothing but bad stories about sugarcane aphid and 
sorghums this past few months.  So far I have not had a single 
person excited about the prospects of planting a forage sorghum 
or sorghum sudangrass simply because they know the aphid will 
damage the crop quickly.  

All this concern has led growers to ask the question, “is there 
something else?”  Fortunately we might have another hay/grazing 
crop to plant in BMR Millet.  Millet has a bad reputation with 
growers since cattle don't eat it well, yields are lower than with 
sorghums and seed cost is a little higher.  That being said there 
has been a lot of research over the last few years to introduce the 
Brown Mid-Rib trait into pearl millet species.  BMR traits mean 
higher quality which translate into better cattle acceptance and 
even better weight gains.  

Why plant a pearl millet.  First and foremost is that pearl millet is 
completely resistant to sugarcane aphid.  They don't like it!  
Second it is easy to grow like all our sorghums.  Now, with the 
BMR trait we have a plant that cattle like, produces well and 
growers don't have to worry about having to spray for sugarcane 
aphid control. 
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Farley’s Thoughts cont.

Most people have plenty of 
hay. Probably the brightest 
spot is the fact that fertilizer 
prices are currently less than 
they have been in about 10 
years. Calf prices are certainly 
less than they were a year ago. 
But if I had asked cow-calf 
operators 3 years ago is they 
would be happy with $2/
pound for a 500# calf, the 
answer would have certainly 
been “yes”. So, get those 
gardens ready, prepare the 
cultivated land for planting, 
figure out when to weed and 
feed those bermudagrass 
pastures, and enjoy the 
springtime that will be here 
before we know it.

Seed Treatments 
Many of our crops, including 
small grains and sorghums 
would greatly benefit from a 
seed treatment.  Seed 
treatments include 
insecticides and fungicides 
and can provide 30 or more 
days of protection.  
Considering how early we see 
problems in our crops this is 
cheap insurance!

Seed treatments can help 
prevent greenbugs in small 
grains which transmit barley 
yellow dwarf virus and affect 
early plant growth.  They also 
give over 30 days of Sugarcane 
Aphid control which can 
mean the difference in making 
a silage or hay crop.

Jim   
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Herbicide Modes of Action 
“Amino Acid Synthesis 
Inhibitors”
There are lots of herbicides available for controlling almost every 
kind of weed there is but knowing which one to use can be 
difficult.  Let me try to unscramble some of the confusing words 
we use all the time by talking in this newsletter about how 
herbicides work commonly known as “mode of action.”.

First we have at least 27 different modes of action (MOA) in 
herbicides.  What this means is that the herbicide chemical will 
go to a particular part or site of the plant and work to disrupt 
that process in the plant.  For instance, Plateau is a type of 
amino acid synthesis inhibitor.  It prevents the synthesis or 
formation of one or more amino acids in the plant.  These amino 
acids are essential to the plant for growth because they are the 
food for the plant.  So when you use an amino acid synthesis 
inhibitor the plant begins to starve to death.  This is the reason 
the “Plateau” or “Outrider,” has the reputation of working slow.

What else is in this family of herbicides?  You may recognize 
some of the common names of these imidizonaline herbicides 
like Cadre, Plateau, Pursuit.  Or maybe these in the sulfonylurea 
(SU) herbicides like Cimarron Plus, Glean, Ally, Amber, Permit, 
Sandea or Outrider.  All these are in the family of amino acid 
synthesis inhibitors and have the same mode of action.

MOA and What That Means for 
Chemical Rotation
If you look at any insecticide, fungicide or herbicide label in the 
last few years you will have noticed a Group Number.  What this 
group number means is that this chemical belongs to one of the 
chemical families or groups like Herbicide Group 2 which is the 
group number for Amino Acid Synthesis Inhibitors. 

The reason for the group numbers is so that you the consumer or 
us the retailer can easily know if a chemical or chemicals work on 
the same Mode of Action and if so to plan on rotating to another 
group or maybe not.  There has been resistant by some weeds to 
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Bare Root, Balled & 
Burlapped and Container 
Grown Plants
Winter is a great time to plant 
trees and shrubs. It is highly 
recommended that you put any 
tree or shrub out well before 
hot weather to give plants a 
time to grow some roots before 
they have to face hot 
temperatures. 

Container plants have the 
advantage of having all of their 
roots intact and ready to grow 
if the pot was properly cared 
for. Container grown plants are 
great but be careful! Nurseries 
grow plants in pots so that they 
can be sold easily but trees 
continue to grow even in a pot. 
This growing means that pots 
can become too small for the 
tree as it grows and so the 
plant becomes root-bound 
(stunted). To check and see if a 
plant is root-bound just hold 
the pot and lift the tree out of 
the pot. If the roots are just to 
the pot sides and no roots are 
circling then the tree should be 
okay. When planting a 
container grown plant dig a 
hole bigger than the plant by 
double the width but no 
deeper. Remove the container 
and plant into the hole as 
quickly as possible. Air kills the 
little white hair roots very fast 
if not put into the ground. 
Once the hole is backfilled 
with soil then water thoroughly 
to remove the air spaces.

B&B or Balled and Burlapped 
plants are not container grown
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chemicals in the Group 2 family.  To avoid resistance we as the /
consultant/retailer may suggest switching to another group or 
possibly mixing in another group to combat resistance.  This is 
why we may suggest when spraying pecan scab using a different 
fungicide if you have been using the same one or even to add in 
another fungicide from another group to avoid pecan scab 
resistance to the fungicide.  In Georgia where they make 9-12 
fungicide applications a year they now have resistance to Group 3 
DMI fungicides which include Orbit (propiconazole) or Folicur 
(tebuconazole).  By changing groups or MOA we help ensure that 
these important products stay viable in agriculture.

Soil Samples versus Tissue 
Samples
How do you know if you need a soil sample or maybe a tissue 
sample?  What is a tissue sample?  Do I need both?

Most people are familiar with soil samples and we literally take 
hundreds every year.  Soil samples are very important where we 
are growing any annual crop like cotton, wheat, sorghum, etc.  
And they are important if we are growing perennial crops like 
bermudagrass for hay, especially where we take multiple cuttings.

So what is a tissue sample?  Tissue samples are usually leaves but 
can be other plant parts that are taken or pulled during the 
growing season.  For instance, in pecans we would pull mature 
leaves from about the middle of the tree canopy.  These leaves 
are taken from several trees to make up a sample to send in to 
the lab.  These samples tell us if the plant is getting all the 
nutrients it needs from the soil and/or our fertilizer applications.  
Sometimes we can supply a nutrient in the soil and the soil 
properties keep it from being available to the plant.  Or in the 
case of perennial plants like trees they may be getting nutrients 
from deeper down than the soil sample was taken.  The tissue 
sample along with a soil sample is a great way to make decisions 
about crop fertility and know you are 
making a difference in crop yield.  As 
with soil samples it is important to take 
tissue samples for several years to 
compare results from year to year.
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and you need to understand 
that before ordering them. 
These plants may have been 
grown in a nursery but they 
were dug out of the ground so 
that many of the roots have 
been cut off but the soil ball is 
still intact and very heavy. In 
fact there should be about 
10-12 inches of ball for every 
inch of tree trunk diameter. 
When you get a B&B plant 
remove all plastic including 
any string or twine. You can 
leave the burlap only if it is 
not plastic. If there is a wire 
basket you can leave it as the 
roots will grow right through. 
The best hole to dig is wider 
but not deeper than the ball.

Bare root trees are just trees 
that have been dug very 
carefully in the nursery so that 
the roots are pretty much 
intact but there is no soil. As 
you can imagine these trees 
are much more fragile but 
without the soil they are easier 
to handle both for the 
nurseryman and you. Most 
bare root trees are dug and 
then “healed in” at the nursery 
till you purchase them. To 
plant them be very sure you 
keep the roots moist at all 
times while you’re planting. 
Dig the hole as deep as the 
roots go and just as wide. Put 
the tree in the hole and 
backfill slowly adding dirt 
while you pack it. Once the 
hole is full you need to water 
well to take out air pockets.  

Most fruit and nut trees are 
sold this way and almost all 
commercial orchards are 
planted this way. Editor


